
Comments on The Mathematical Coloring Book
Comments by William Gasarch

1 Corrections and Suggestions Based onWhats

Already in the Book

1. Page 11 (or somewhere in the section on coloring the plane). Clyde
Kruskal wrote a paper about coloring a finite part of the plane, like a
rectangle. The paper is

http://www.cs.umd.edu/~kruskal/papers/color.pdf

The reference is here:[4].

You may want to mention some of the results.

2. Page 65. You have

Proof of Falconer’s Theorem 9.10

There are two things wrong with this. For one, Falconer’s Theorem is
Theorem 9.1. But also I think one should either say

Proof of Falconer’s Theorem

or

Proof of Theorem 9.1

The only exception would be if (and this is not the case here) there is a
number associated to the theorem historically. I know of only one case
of that: Hilbert’s Theorem 90.

3. Page 195. You may want to include the opinion of Doren Zeilberger on
4CT:

https://sites.math.rutgers.edu/~zeilberg/Opinion51.html

He has some odd views. He is an ultra-finitist. I find him interesting
though I disagree with him.

4. Page 299. You should mention that Hilbert proved the Hilbert Cube
Lemma (Theorem 31.3 in your book) as a lemma that he used to prove
the Hilbert Irreducibility Theorem. You should also state the Irre-
ducibility theorem. I have a paper that does Hilbert’s proof in English
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and in modern language, stressing the role of Hilbert’s Cube Theorem.
See [10]. You may or may not want to reference it (thats a tautology).

5. When I was looking to see if you included the Hilbert Irreducibility I
noticed that in the Subject index you list

Hilbert’s Theorem, 290, 301-302, 308, 323.

This is not correct.

Hilbert’s Theorem is mentioned on 288, 299-300, 306, 321.

Hilbert’s Theorem is referred to as Hilbert’s Lemma on Page 301 and
330.

Note that for all x, if the index says x, the reference is actually page
x− 2. This might be a general problem you have that I just happened
to notice with Hilbert’s Theorem.

6. Hilbert’s Lemma is mentioned on Pages 301 and 330. I think you mean
Hilbert’s Theorem. Actually I think they should all be Hilbert’s Lemma
since that is how he viewed the result.

7. Page 301. You allude to Schur’s theorem having a connection to Fer-
mat’s last theorem. You should explain that more carefully. I am sure
you already know the connection; however, I state it here anyway so
that if I a wrong you can correct me.

Sophie Germain had the following plan to prove FLT (see Laubenbacher
& Pengelley [5] and-or Riddle [6]).

Theorem 1.1 Fix n ≥ 3, a prime.

(a) Fix a prime p. Let Ap = {1n, 2n, . . . , (p− 1)n}, all reduced modulo
p. If there is no a, b, c ∈ Ap such that a + b ≡ c (mod p) then in
any solution of xn + yn = zn one of x, y, z is ≡ 0 (mod p).

(b) Assume that for an infinite number of primes p there are not
a, b, c ∈ Ap such that a + b ≡ c (mod p). Then xn + yn = zn

has no solution.

Schur’s theorem shows that this approach cannot work.
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For both Schur’s Theorem and Hilbert’s Theorem (or Lemma) I think
its important to show that combinatorics connects to other parts of
mathematics.

8. Page 301 but actually the index. When I went to see if you mentioned
the connection to FLT I went to the index. The Subject index says

Fermat’s Last Theorem: 146, 303, 309, 521, 527, 528.

This is incorrect.

Fermat’s Last Theorem is mentioned on pages 146, 194, 197, 301, 307,
519, 525, 526.

The x and x − 2 problem is still here, but you also seemed to have
missed some references as well.

9. Page 358. The Poly VDW theorem. You state it as a density theorem,
which is how it was initially proven. Here are some points about it,
some of which you may want to incorporate into your book. I have
att my paper on PolyVDW numbers which has some more history and
refs.

(a) You should state as a corollary the following (which I call the Poly
VDW theorem): For all p1(x), . . . , pk(x) ∈ Z[x] with (∀i)[pi(0) =
0], for all c, there exists W = W (p1, . . . , pk; 0) such that for all
COL : [W ] → [c] there exists a, d, d ̸= 0, such that

a + p1(d), . . . , a + pk(d) are all the same color .

Note that this makes it look like a natural extension of VDW’s the-
orem since you replace +d,+2d, . . . ,+kd with +p1(d), . . . ,+pk(d).
Also you can then make the next points about the bound on W .

(b) The proof by Bergelson and Leibman was nonconstructive and did
not provide bounds on W .

(c) Walters [11] has an elementary proof of the Polynomial VDW the-
orem. This gives bounds! They are non-elementary. The original
proof of VDW’s Theorem used an ω2-induction. Walters proof of
Poly VDW uses an ωω-induction.
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(d) Shelah [8] gave a proof of the Polynomial VDW theorem which
provided primitive recursive bounds. The proof was elementary,
though very difficult.

10. Page 523. Theorem 43.2. You never quite say why the chromatic
number is ≤ 4. Its an easy induction, but it should be stated.

11. Page 538. Theorem 44.7. I think the proof that the chromatic number
is ≤ 4 and is ≥ 4 is an easy induction.

Topics You Might Want to Add to the Book
I know that you have a page limit and cannot add everything you want

to. Hence you may very well ignore this section. But its better for me to tell
you suggestions for material to add rather than decide ahead of time that
you won’t want to add it.

The Paris-Harrington Ramsey Theorem Why to include this?

1. A natural example of a problem that cannot be proven in Peano Arith-
metic.

2. A natural example of a function that grows much faster than Ackerman.

Canonical Theorems

1. The Canonical Ramsey Theory on
(
N
2

)
is good to add since its easy to

state and has a very nice corollary which is the next item.

2. Corollary of Canonical Ramsey Theorem: If X is any infinite set of
points in the plane, no three colinear, then there is an infinite Y ⊆ X
such that every pair of distances is different.

3. The Canonical Ramsey Theorem on
(
N
3

)
and beyond get hard to state

intuitively.

4. Once again Shelah has the best results on finite Canonical Ramsey on(
N
k

)
and I think the bounds are optimal. See [9].

5. Canonical VDW theorem is messy.
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How Many Triangles?
The following result seems to not be well known. I didn’t know it until

about a year ago, and I read it in a very old book called Mathematical Gems,
a collection of essays. Its not in any of the 14 books on Ramsey theory that
I have. Not sure why.

Theorem 1.2

1. For all 2-coloring of
(
[6]
2

)
there exists TWO mono K3.

2. For all 2-colorings of
(
[k]
2

)
there exists Ω(k3) mono K3. (The exact

number is known and depends on what k is mod 4.

This was first proven by Goodman [3] but then there was an easier proof
by Schwenk [7]. My slides also give proofs and are here:
https://www.cs.umd.edu/users/gasarch/COURSES/752/S22/slides/2tritalk.

pdf

I wrote an open problems column on a generalization of this problem:
https://www.cs.umd.edu/~gasarch/open/Ramseymult.pdf

The reference is [2].

Big Ramsey Degrees
The following field of study seems to not be well known. I didn’t know it

until about a year ago, and I learned about it at a Logic talk. Its not in any
of the 14 books on Ramsey theory that I have. I DO know why: its been
worked on by Set Theorists, not Combinatorists.

I’ll just talk about Z; however, there are results for other orderings and
other structures.

If you FINITELY color
(
Z
2

)
you will of course get an infinite homogenous

set but you will not get one that is of order type Z. So what to do? Settle
for more colors. One can show that you will get a set of order type Z that
has FOUR colors (one can prove this). We call this a 4-homog-Z set. More
generally it is known that if you finitely color

(
Z
k

)
there will be a 2k-homog-

Z set, and this is tight—there is a finite coloring of
(
Z
k

)
where there is no

2k − 1-homog-Z set. This also works with k = 1.
Over the summer I had ugrads working on cleaning up the literature on

this and getting proofs that were combinatorial, not set-theoretic. I can send
it to you when its done.
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The term Big Ramsey Degree: If L is an ordering then T (k, L) the least
h such that for any finite coloring of

(
L
k

)
there is a h-homog-Z set.

I have an open problems column on this material, though its dated now
that my students have done their work. Its here:

https://www.cs.umd.edu/~gasarch/open/Ramseymult.pdf

Reference is [1].
An easy thing to include is what happens with

(
L
1

)
where L = Z, L = Q,

L = ω + a, L = ω + ω + · · · + ω + a,  L = ω2.
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